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ABSTRACT
 
This report presents the design requirements for a Programmable
 
Data Communications Controller (PDCC) that reduces the difficulties in
 
attaching data terminal equipment to a computer. The PDCC is an inter­
face between the computer i/0 channel and the bit serial communication
 
lines. Each communication line is supported by a communication port
 
(CP) that handles all line control functions and performs most terminal
 
control functions. The port is fabricated on a printed circuit board
 
that plugs into a card chassis, mating with a connector that is joined
 
to all other card stations by a data bus. Ports are individually pro­
grammable; each includes a microprocessor, a Programmable Read-Only
 
Memory (PROM) for instruction storage, and a Random Access Memory (RAM)
 
for data storage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) uses
 
many computers, large and small, at its space flight centers. Increas­
ingly, data terminal equipment is being connected to these computers to
 
significantly increase the effectiveness of their utilization. Adding
 
terminals can be frustrating and expensive, however. The NASA inventory
 
includes the products of many manufacturers. Unfortunately, data com­
munication subsystems are developed by each computer manufacturer for
 
its line of computers, and as a further complication, these communication
 
products are likely to be specialized for a specific line protocol
 
(e.g., Bi-Sync, SDLC, ASCII Asynchronous). Consequently, connecting a
 
new terminal to a specific computer may require a significant investment
 
in hardware and software.
 
This report presents the design requirements for a Programmable
 
Data Communications Controller (PDCC) that reduces the difficulties in
 
attaching data terminal equipment to a computer. The PDCC is an inter­
face between the computer I/0 channel and the bit serial communication 
lines. Each communication line is supported by a communication-port (CP) 
that handles all line control functions and performs most terminal con­
trol functions. The port is fabricated on a printed circuit board that 
plugs into a card chassis, mating with a connector that is joined to all 
other card stations by a data bus. Ports are individually programmable; 
each includes a microprocessor, a Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM) 
for instruction storage, and a RANDOM Access Memory (RAM) for data storage.
 
Three facts make the PDCC concept an attractive and feasible
 
approach for connecting data terminal equipment to a computer. First,
 
the ports are independent physical units that can be easily added or
 
removed without modifying any other components of the PDCC; consequently,
 
they,can be used in any PDCC without regard to what computer is the host.
 
Second, the PDCC's distributed processor architecture simplifies the host
 
computer's control functions to the point that special line and terminal
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control programs are unnecessary: Third, the trend in the large-scale
 
integration (LSI) of electronic circuits is toward a very low cost for
 
a small, simple computer -- so low, in fact, that programmable communication
 
ports will be economically practical.
 
Subsequent sections of this report discuss the rationale for the
 
PDCC in more detail (Section 2) and describe the design requirements and
 
performance (Sections 2 through 4). The reader will benefit from having
 
two companion documents available for immediate reference. They are:
 
1. 	"IEEE Standard Modular Instrumentation and Digital
 
Interface System (CAMAC)", IEEE Std 583-1975,
 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
 
1975
 
2. 	"Intel 8080 Microcomputer Systems Userts Manual",
 
Intel Corporation, 1975.
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2. RATIONALE FOR THE PDCC CONCEPT 
The PDCC concept solves several problems that cause difficulties
 
in connecting data terminal equipment to a computer. It reduces the
 
amount of special-purpose interfacing hardware and the amount of special­
purpose I/O software required to configure a working system. Further,
 
the PDCC concept enhances the system designer's flexibility in intercon­
necting multi-computer/multi-terminal systems. It also shortens the
 
time from system concept to working system.
 
Adding a new terminal can be a major investment if its line pro­
tocol is unlike other terminals in the system. Further, the problem
 
reappears each time the same terminal is added to a different type com­
puter. Figure 2-1 depicts the situation that can arise in a facility
 
where several computers of different manufacture are providing services
 
to a number of terminals (Figure 2-1a). Having the flexibility to
 
reconfigure this arrangement (Figure 2-1b) means that each computer must
 
have all the data communication equipment and software necessary for con­
necting every type of terminal. None of the equipment is interchangeable
 
because each computer manufacturer produces multiplexers and line adapters
 
that are applicable only to its product line. In the extreme, a total of
 
n x m controllers is needed to make arbitrary connection of m distinct
 
terminals to n different computers.
 
This section examines the deficiencies of current data communica­
tion subsystems and introduces a different approach: the Programmable
 
Data Communications Controller.
 
2.1 A TYPICAL DATA COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
 
Figure 2-2 shows a typical configuration of equipment for a multi­
terminal environment. The units labeled "controller" in the diagram may
 
be either a multiplexer and associated line adapters or individual line
 
controllers. In either case, much of the equipment is specialized for
 
a particular line protocol.
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The computer operating system includes a driver for each different
 
type of controller, as shown in Figure 2-2. Further, there is a terminal
 
control program for each distinct type of terminal. As an example, assume
 
that the terminals shown on the asynchronous controller include one dis­
play terminal that emulates a teletypewriter (a "dumb" terminal) and
 
another that is fully buffered. Because both use the ASCII asynchronous
 
line protocol, a single driver handles the input/output of characters to
 
the two terminals. On the other hand, the terminal control characteristics
 
of the two are quite different. The dumb terminal transmits every key 
stroke including backspaces, etc., whereas the buffered terminal transmits 
blocks of data after editing operations are complete.
 
If the application programs that use either terminal communicate
 
directly with the driver, they must contain all the terminal control pro­
tocol for one or both of the display terminals. The alternative, as
 
shown in Figure 2-2, is an operating system that includes two terminal
 
control programs: one performs terminal-specific functions for the dumb
 
terminal (e.g., echo of characters, suppression of characters that are 
cancelled by a backspace) and the other performs terminal-specific func­
tions for the buffered terminals (e.g., generating and removing field
 
delineators, unblocking page images).
 
The principal disadvantage of the configuration shown in Figure
 
2-2 is its specialization to .a particular computer and to a specific line
 
protocol. The line control functions are distributed between a controller
 
and its software driver, and the terminal control functions are distributed
 
between the driver, a terminal control program, and the application pro­
gram. The PDCC, on the other hand, is based on the principle that it
 
performs all line control functions and most terminal control functions.
 
Consequently, once the PDCC is interfaced to a computer, all the terminals
 
supported by the PDCC can be connected.
 
2.2 THE PROGRAMMABLE DATA COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER
 
An obvious way to simplify the hardware/software configuration of
 
Figure 2-2 is to draw the diagram using a single apparatus that performs
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the functions of all the communication controllers. Figure 2-3 is a
 
revised diagram with the PDCC controller. The major advantage of this
 
configuration is the potential for reducing the number of interfaces in
 
a network of computers and terminals. interfacing the PDCC to a com­
puter also interfaces all the terminals that the PDCC has been programmed
 
to handle. The maximum number of computer/terminal interfaces is m + n
 
with the PDCC (rather than the m x n for conventional communication
 
subsystems).
 
Of course, having a programmable controller does not assure flexi­
bility; the PDCC must have a high degree of modularity. The required
 
flexibility can be achieved, however, by controlling each communication
 
line with a separate device that can be easily added or replaced to
 
accommodate additional or alternative terminals. Recent advances in
 
integrated circuits -- particularly the advent of microprocessors, solid­
state memories, and related devices -- created the possibility that the
 
needed modularity can be achieved economically. The investigation has
 
emphasized the use of microprocessors and the microprocessor chip families
 
in the belief that current and/or future costs will favor the distribution
 
of computing functions to achieve flexibility.
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3. THE PDCC CONFIGURATION 
The basis for establishing the design requirements of the PDCC
 
is the IEEE Standard Modular Instrumentation and Digital Interface System
 
(CAMAC). -The equipment assembly is formed by mounting plug-in units in
 
the CAMAC crate. Each communication port (CP) is a circuit on one of
 
the plug-in units that occupies a mounting station in the crate. A 
control unit (CU) regulates operation of the PDCC and contains an inter­
face to the host computer's I/0 channel. It is fabricated on a double­
width circuit board that occupies two adjacent mounting stations. Figure
 
3-1 is a schematic block diagram of the PDCC, showing:
 
o The control-unit
 
* Up to 23 CP stations
 
* A common power supply 
* Station connectors 
* The Databus 
* Communication connectors for each port. 
At each station is a connector socket with 86 contacts. At normal
 
stations (Stations 1 through 23), the connector gives access to the PDCC 
Databus, which is an assembly of control, data, and power lines that con­
nect to the same contact on the sockets at all normal stations. The 
Databus utilizes 36 contacts on each station connector. The remaining 
48 contacts are available for attaching cables to standard communication
 
connectors (RS 232C, RS 423, EIA current loop, etc.), which are also
 
mounted in the crate. Two contacts are unused.
 
Each communication port is programmable. It transmits messages 
to a terminal and receives messages from the terminal via bit-serial 
communication lines. The control unit communicates selectively with each 
CP using standard single-word messages. It performs the control and
 
multiplexing functions to transport communication messages between the
 
host computer and the ports. The messages are transferred incrementally
 
in data blocks of 64 bytes.
 
Subsequent sections describe the mechanical and electrical charac­
teristics of the PDCC. The presentation presumes a familiarity with the
 
CAMAC Standard, and the reader can benefit by having that publication
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FIGURE 3-1. PDCC CONFIGURATION 
handy. Although the functional characteristics of the PDCC Databus are
 
quite different from the CAMAC's Dataway, most of the mechanical layout
 
and some of the wiring is very similar.
 
3.1 THE CRATE AND PLUG-IN UNITS
 
The mechanical characteristics of the PDCC crate are identical 
to CAMAC except for the additional requirements related to the communi­
cation connectors. Consequently, certain sections of the CAMAC Standard 
apply directly to the PDCC. In particular, Section 4.1 ("The Crate"), 
Section 4.2 ("Plug-In Units"), and supporting figures, I through 6 and 
Figure 9, are included as design requirements for the PDCC. The physical 
dimensions of the crate and the printed wiring cards, the specifications 
for the connectors, and the clearances for free access are identical.
 
The CAMAC Standard requires that each plug-in unit havea front
 
panel with a fixing screw. There seems to be no necessity for this
 
requirement if the crate is mounted internal to another enclosure (e.g.,
 
a computer cabinet). Consequently, the use of front panels on the plug-in
 
units is optional.
 
The CAMAC Standard provides for an Interface Housing Unit for
 
extending the depth of a CAMAC crate (Figures D2 and D5, CAMAC Standard).
 
This unit is required for the PDCC. It is needed to provide space for
 
the communication connectors and cables associated with each Communication
 
Port. The communication connectors shown in Figure 3-1 can be mounted in
 
the Interface Housing Unit or integrated into a connector plane using
 
techniques employed in some computer equipment (e.g., the Varian 77-350X
 
cardframe chassis for the V-77 series computers).
 
3.2 WIRING OF PDCC STATION CONNECTORS
 
Figure 3-2 shows the wiring of connector sockets in a PDCC that
 
has a full complement of 25 stations. The 23 stations occupied by the
 
communication ports (i.e., Stations 1 through 23) are wired identically
 
as follows:
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* 	Two individual lines connecting the CP station to
 
the connector at Station 24
 
* 	34 bus lines that link corresponding contacts at
 
these stations and at Station 24
 
* 48 lines to separate communication connectors.
 
The wiring of Stations 24 and 25 (the control unit) is different from
 
that of CP stations. As noted above, the bus lines that connect to the
 
CP stations also connect to Station 24 but not Station 25. Further, 46
 
of the contacts on the Station 24 connector socket are used to attach
 
the pairs of individual lines to each CP station. All contacts at Station
 
25 are reserved for connecting the host computer's I/0 channel.
 
The 36 bus lines and the 46 individual lines form the PDCC Databus,
 
which is the highway for transporting data, commands, and control signals
 
between the control unit and the communication ports.
 
The table in Figure 3-3 shows the contact allocation for the 23
 
CP stations, and the table in Figure 3-4 shows the contact allocation for
 
Station 24 of the control unit.' The assignments are given in terms of
 
five wiring groups: 
i Command lines 
* 	Block transfer lines
 
o 	 Power distribution bus 
* 	Individual lines
 
* 	Interface lines (for use with the communication
 
connectors).
 
Section 4 explains how the Databus is used in operation of the PDCC.
 
3.3 CONTROL UNIT (CU)
 
The control unit occupies the two right-most mounting stations
 
in the crate (i.e., Stations 24 and 25). It consists of the following.:
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" 	A microcomputer that performs PDCC executive functions
 
" 	The logic for decoding the microcomputer's address­
lines and setting the state of the select lines to
 
each station
 
* 	A register to buffer the LAM lines connecting the CU
 
to each CP station
 
* 	Output and input buffers for controlling devices in the
 
CU and for sensing their status
 
* 	An interface for regulating the movement of data
 
between the PDCC and the host computer.
 
Figure 3-5 is a schematic block diagram of the control unit, showing the
 
items in the above list and the interconnecting buses. Subsequent
 
paragraphs present the design requirements for the devices in the CU.
 
3.3.1 CU Microcomputer
 
The CU microcomputer (Figure 3-6) consists of an Intel 8080A
 
microprocessor, or equivalent, and the associated integrated circuits
 
needed to construct a computer (e.g., clock, system controller, address
 
decoders, bus drivers, and memory). It includes a Read-Only Memory (ROM)
 
for program storage and system constants and a Random Access Memory (RAM)
 
for dynamic storage. The capacity of these memory units is not specified
 
because the program size for the CU microcomputer depends on the charac­
teristics of the host computer's I/O channel, among other things. If
 
the PDCC initiates and supervises data transfer, the executive program
 
is 	larger than would be the case if the host computer's I/0 channel had
 
this role.
 
3.3.2 Station Select Unit
 
Address lines A5 through A1 5 of the CU microcomputer are decoded
 
by the Station Select Unit. A memory reference to addresses above 65511 
(decimal) sets the select line of a specific station according to the 
assignments shown in Figure 3-7, which includes a typical decoding circuit 
using the Intel 8205 as shown in Figure 3-4. If the address lines A1 0 
through A15 are l's, the address lines A5 through Ag are decoded to select 
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one of the 23 CP stations or to select the CU. The CU microcomputer 
performs I/O with devices in the selected unit. 
3.3.3 Microcomputer I/0
 
The CU microcomputer has a memory-mapped I/0. Figure 3-8 shows 
the logic for selecting or controlling peripheral devices on the micro­
computer and for generating the I/0 read and write strobes. The assign­
ment of some I/O bus lines for the host/PDCC interface is unspecified 
because register organization in the block transfer controller will 
depend on the word size of the host and on the features of a particular 
DMA, channel. The CU microcomputer I/O has two components: one that 
connects to the devices in the CU (i.e., at Stations 24 and 25) and 
another that terminates on the plug of the PDCC Databus connector. The 
connections to the Databus are as follows: 
CU MICROCOMPUTER DATABUS COMMAND LINES
 
DB0 DB7 C1 - C8
 
A0 - A4 Ao - A4 
I/O W, I/O R W, R
 
As a consequence of this arrangement, the command lines of the Databus
 
are an extension of the CU microcomputer I/O. Devices in the CP stations
 
(Stations I through 23) that connect to the Databus command lines are
 
also peripherals to the microcomputer in the control station.
 
3.3.4 Look-at-Me (LAM) Register
 
The LAM register is a buffer for the 23 LAM lines that link the
 
CU to each CP station. Logically, it is equivalent to three Intel 8212
 
chips operating as 8-bit input ports, as shown in Figure 3-9. The CU
 
microcomputer reads the register to identify ports that have ,theLAM
 
line set.
 
3.3.5 Control and Status Registers
 
The CU ,design makes provision for a control register that is
 
equivalent to a single Intel 8212 operating as a gated output buffer
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and a status register equivalent to an 8212 operating as an input port.
 
Figure 3-10 is a representative configuration for these registers.
 
Their use is dependent on the specific implementation of the host/PDCC
 
interface. The assignment of the control and status lines in Figure
 
3-10 is for the interface arrangement shown in Figure 3-5.
 
3.3.6 Host/PDCC Interface
 
The host/PDCC interface is the part of a PDCC that must be
 
specified separately for each distinct computer. It must provide the
 
facilities for:
 
* 	Transferring word-oriented data between the
 
CU microcomputer's I/0 bus and the host com­
puter's I/O channel
 
* 	Transferring blocks of data between the host
 
computer's 1/0 channel and the block transfer
 
lines in the PDCC fatabus.
 
Figure 3-5 shows the preferred configuration for use with direct memory
 
access channels. It includes:
 
* 	A block transfer controller for
 
A 	Generating memory reference addresses to store
 
data in or fetch data from the host computer's
 
memory
 
A 	Synchronizing data movement on the block transfer
 
lines of the PDCC Databus
 
" 	A shared memory for temporarily storing
 
A 	 Instructions that the host computer sends to the 
CU microcomputer 
A 	Status information that the microcomputer sends
 
to the host
 
* 	An I/0 channel interface that performs assembly/
 
disassembly of word-oriented data and compensates
 
for electrical and timing differences between the
 
PDCC and the host computer's I/0 channel.
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This configuration of the host/PDCC interface would be effective for the
 
PDP-I1 UNIBUS, the Interdata 8/32's EDMA Bus, and the Varian I/O bus
 
(self-contained BTC) -- among many others.
 
The block-transfer controller in Figure 35 inciudes the registers
 
for storing the starring and ending addresses of the memory area in the
 
host computer from which data are to be read or to which data are to
 
be written. Beginning at the starting address, it proceeds by cycle
 
stealing to transfer data from/to successive memory locations until the
 
ending address is reached. During the transfer of data, the block trans­
fer controller must manipulate the handshake lines (Hl, H2) in the.PDCC
 
Databus that cause a port to receive or send successive bytes of data.
 
Typically, the shared memory shown in Figure 3-5 is a pair of
 
first-in, first-out (FIFO) storage devices. The CU microcomputer sends
 
status information to the host computer by writing into the input of one
 
and receives qontrol instructions from the other by reading its output.
 
The CU shared memory is similar to the CP shared memory (Figure 3-11)
 
but has significantly less storage capacity.
 
3.4 COMMUNICATION PORT (CP)
 
Each communication port is a circuit on a plug-in board that
 
occupies'one of the CP stations (Stations.1 through 23). It consists
 
of the following units:
 
" 	A microcomputer that performs line control and
 
terminal control functions for a communication
 
line
 
* 	Command registers for exchanging control and
 
status information with the control unit
 
* 	Status and control registers that are accessible
 
only to the control unit
 
* 	 Status and control registers that are accessible 
only to the CP's microcomputer 
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* 	 A shared memory unit for buffer storage of data 
blocks that are segments of messages being sent to 
or received by the host computer 
" 	A communications interface that provides a means of
 
transferring data and control signals between the
 
data commnications equipment (e.g., modem) and the
 
microcomputer's I/O bus
 
* 	The microcomputer's I/O 
" 	Gating logic for register selection.
 
Figure 3-11 is a schematic block diagram of a communication port showing
 
these devices. Subsequent paragraphs of this section describe the
 
requirements of each. To make allowance for recent and future increases
 
in 	circuit density, the PDCC design requirements provide for up to four
 
communication ports at each station. The implications are shown in the
 
diagrams of the units affected.
 
3.4.1 Gating Logic
 
The function of the gating logic is to recognize the state of
 
the station select line and to decode the register address lines (A0
 
through A4) of the PDCC Databus, if L is set. The outputs of the gating
 
logic connect to the select and/or strobe inputs of the ICR, OCR, SCR,
 
and SSR. Figure 3-12 specifies the decoding requirement in terms of
 
the Intel 8205 Binary Decoder.
 
To benefit from present and future increases in the level of
 
integration in electronic circuits the design requirements make pro­
vision for more than one port at a station (up to four). The gating
 
logic shows the address assignments for the additional CPs.
 
3.4.2 Station Control Register (SCR)
 
The SCR is a device on the PDCC Databus. As shown in Figure
 
3-13 (upper half), it is an 8-bit latched output port with its input
 
data lines connected to the station's Databus connector. The purpose
 
of this register is to set the mode of the shared memory (receive, send,
 
or off). The possibilities are:
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BIT 1 BIT 2 SHARED MMORY MODE
 
0 0 Off
 
1 0 Receive from Databus
 
0 1 Send to Databus
 
1 1 Illegal
 
As with the gating logic, the SCR is specified with the provision for
 
having up to four CPs at a station. The Databus control line SCR CLR
 
connects to the clear contact of the output port.
 
3.4.3 Station Status Register (SSR) 
The lower half of Figure 3-13 exhibits the requirements for the 
SSR, using the Intel 8212 I/0 port as a model. The latches within the 
8212 continually track the input data lines; consequently, the status of 
these lines can be read directly from the PDCC Databus at any time by 
selecting the SSR as the I/0 device. 
By reading the SSR via the Databus, the control unit can determine 
whether the output command register is busy. When the CU writes a word 
into the OCR, the OCR TNT line is set and remains set until the CP micro­
computer reads this word. The SSR also shows the state of the LAM line,
 
which is set when the CP microcomputer writes a word into the input
 
command register.
 
The requirement for the SSR makes provision for up to four ports
 
at a station.
 
3.4.4 CP Microcomputer 
The port's microcomputer consists of:
 
* An Intel 8080 microprocessor or equivalent
 
" The integrated circuits for system control
 
* A PROM or a RAM for program storage 
" A RAM for data storage 
" The integrated circuits for driving and controlling 
its I/0 bus. 
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Figure 3-14 shows a representative configuration for the micro­
cofiputer. New devices that are now entering the marketplace provide a
 
higher level of integration than those shown in this figure. Shortly,
 
the chip count will be three or less for implementing the microcomputer
 
with K bytes of PROM and 64 bytes of RAM (typically the memory needed
 
for a TTY equivalent asynchronous terminal).
 
3.4.5. Microcomputer I/O
 
The CP microcomputer has a memory-mapped I/O as shown in Figure 
3-15. If bit 15 of the microcomputer's address bus is set, the low-order 
address lines (A0 through A3 ) are decoded to generate control pulses for 
selecting/clearing I/0 devices. Of course, a specific.implementation of
 
the I/O can assign more memory address space to program and data by sub­
stituting a combination of high-order address lines for the single A1 5
 
line.
 
The I/O read and write strobes are generated in the usual way
 
from MEMR and MEMW signals from the microcomputer. A common interrupt is
 
obtained by logically (or) combining the INT line of the OCR and a line
 
that indicates a service need for the communications interface.
 
3.4.6 Input Command Register (ICR)
 
The ICR is a write-only device on the microcomputer's bus and
 
a read-only device on the PDCC Databus. It is a 16-bit register with
 
each of the two (8-bit) bytes being separately gated into or strobed out of
 
the unit. Figure 3-16 is a schematic block diagram of a typical IC-R,
 
using the Intel 8212. The register must set an interrupt line when a byte
 
is written into the most significant half of the register (ICR-2). When
 
ICR-2 is read, the register must reset the interrupt line. The interrupt
 
line is used to set the CP's LAM line.
 
3.4.7 Output Command Register (OCR)
 
Figure 3-17 exhibits the requirements for the OCR using.the Intel
 
8212 I/0 port as a model. This is a 16-bit register that is a write-only
 
device on the PDCC Databus and a read-only device on the CP microcomputer.
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The most significant and the least significant 8-bit bytes of the OCR are
 
written and read independently. Strobing data into OCR-2, the most sig­
nificant half of the register, sets the INT line that is used to interrupt
 
the microcomputer. Reading OCR-2 resets the INT line.
 
3.4.8 CP Microcomputer Control and Status Registers
 
The control and status registers are conventional input and latched
 
output ports on the microcomputer's I/0. Figure 3-18 shows the assign­
ment of status lines into the status register. The control register is
 
available for setting mode and control lines (i.e., baud rate) associated
 
with the communications interface.
 
3.4.9 Shared Memory
 
The CP shared memory consists of two first-in, first-out (FIFO)
 
storage units. Each unit has separate input and output ports. The input
 
port of one unit connects to the PDCC Databus connector. Its output port
 
is an I/O device on the CP microcomputer. The input port of the other unit
 
is an I/0 device on the CP microcomputer; its-output port connects to the
 
PDCC Databus connector. Consequently, the shared memory is two FIFO
 
channels. One is a buffer for communication data arriving at the CP from
 
the host computer via the PDCC Databus. The other is a buffer for data
 
received by the port on the communication line and destined for the host
 
computer via the PDCC Databus.
 
Figure 3-19 is the schematic block diagram of a shared memory, based
 
on the Fairchild 3341A FIFO memory chip and the Intel 8212. It has a
 
capacity of 128 bytes in each channel. The 3341A chips are interfaced to
 
the CP microcomputer I/0 and to the PDCC Databus with the 8212 1/0 ports.
 
The device configuration in Figure 3-19 was chosen for its illustrative
 
features. It obviously does not represent a design solution that minimizes
 
chip count.
 
The mode of the shared memory is determined by the state of the
 
two lines labeled SCR(l) and SCR(2). If both are off, the shared memory
 
is disabled from the interchanging data with the PDCC Databus. An "on"
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condition for SCR(l) enables the shared memory to receive data from the
 
Databus. SCR(2) in the "on" condition enables the sending of data to
 
the-Databus.
 
The shared memory is an I/0 device on the CP microcomputer.
 
Reading this device retrieves the front byte from the upper channel in
 
Figure 3-19. Writing to the shared memory enters a byte into the lower
 
channel.
 
3.4.10 Communications Interface
 
Design requirements for the communications interface are not
 
speciffied here. They depend on the-line protocol of the data communica­
tions equipment and on the standards met by the communications connector.
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4. OPERATION OF THE PDCC 
Functionally, the PDCC and the host computer interchange data
 
ovei two paths. One path is for the transfer of control and status infor­
mation between the PDCC control unit and the host computer and between the
 
control unit and the control ports. The other path is the route for moving
 
communications data (i.e., the contents of communication messages) between
 
the host computer and the communication ports. The first is oriented
 
toward the interchange of information in units of one command word. The
 
second is a facility for transferring data blocks of 60 bytes each. The
 
two paths appear physically in the PDCC Databus as: 1) the command lines
 
and 2) the block transfer lines.
 
Many operations performed by an individual communication port are
 
the consequence of the line protocol it supports and the terminal control
 
it provides; Further, the performance of the control unit depends in
 
part on the characteristics of thd host computer, its I/0 channel, and
 
the implementation choices made by the designer of a specific PDCC. The
 
subject of this section, however, is the operating principles that are
 
common to all PDCCs. Subsequent sections discuss the performance in terms
 
of the two data paths and the protocol for transferring command information
 
and communication messages between the computers in the distributed net­
work formed by the host computer, the control unit, and the CPs. To present
 
a complete discussion, assumptions occasionally need to be made about-the
 
nature of the data transfer between the PDCC and the host computer. As in
 
Section 3.3, the model used here is: The PDCC connects to a programmed
 
I/0 bus for interchange of command words and to the direct memory access
 
facility for interchange of data blocks.
 
4.1 INTERCHANGE OF CONTROL AND STATUS INFORMATION
 
The host computer and the PDCC interchange control and status
 
'information through the CU shared memory. The control unit and the com­
munication ports interchange control and status information through the
 
command'registers in each CP. Figure 4-1 shows this network for managing
 
operation of the PDCC.
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The PDCC driver sends a directive to the PDCC by executing write
 
instructions that transfer an output command into the output channel of
 
the CU's shared memory. Conversely, the driver receives a status report
 
from the PDCC by executing read instructions that retrieve an input
 
command from the input channel of the CU's FIFO memory facility. In
 
response to the-output commands it receives from the host computer, the
 
control unit sends control information to a CP by writing an output command
 
word (OCW) into the port's output command register (OCR). In the reverse
 
direction, the CU receives status from a communication port by reading an
 
input command word (ICW) from the port's input command register (ICR);
 
this information is placed in an input command to the host computer.
 
The PDCC control unit will have some characteristics that depend
 
on properties of the host computer. Consequently, the design requirements
 
presented here (which are computer-independent) cannot completely specify
 
the attributes necessary for the interchange of commands between the host
 
computer and the PDCC. For instance, the control unit may perform opera­
tions that are required of all peripherals on the host computer's I/O
 
channel but are unrelated to performance. Nevertheless, subsequent para­
graphs describe a representative set of output commands and input commands
 
for the host computer to use in transmitting directives to the PDCC and
 
receiving status reports from it. They constitute design requirements to
 
the extent that a PDCC implementation must include commands equivalent to
 
these.
 
The directives sent by the PDCC driver to the CU (Figure 4-1)
 
include the following fields:
 
BYTE FIELD 
2iV ADDR 
2 
3 OCW 
4 
F 
4-3L
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where ADDR specifies the CP address (1-92) and 0CW is the output command
 
word that the control unit sends to the selected port. Most output
 
commands include only these two fields; for them, the CU performs only a
 
multiplexer function. They are a vehicle for application programs to send
 
control variables to a communication port (say, through a function call
 
to the PDCC driver).
 
The CU does retain information from one group of commands: those
 
that relate to executive functions of the PDCC. The executive group in­
cludes the directives to open and close a specified port and to send or
 
receive a communication message. Some of these commands include additional
 
fields to provide the CU with information about the location and size of
 
data buffers in the host computer. Whether these fields are associated with
 
the open command or with send/receive commands depends on the way I/0
 
buffers are managed in the host computer. The information in executive
 
commands is retained by the CU; however, the OCW is also forwarded to the
 
specified port.
 
In a similar fashion, the status reports from the CU to the PDCC
 
driver have the following form:
 
BYTE FIELD 
1 AD 
2 IoW 
3 
4 
F 
where ADDR is the address of the CP originating the report and ICW is the
 
input command word read from the port. Most input commands include only
 
the ADDR and ICW fields. The exceptions are the responses to the executive
 
group of output commands and the executive status reports. Some of these
 
may require additional fields (F) that are peculiar to each PDCC implementation.
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4.1.1 CU/CP Command Words
 
The command word (OCW/ICW) is the fundamental unit for interchange
 
of control and status information in the PDCC. It consists of 16 bits in
 
the following format:
 
011,2,3 4151617 8911011112131415 
Hl I1H2 IF
 
where HI and H2 represent hexadecimal characters and F can represent a
 
binary number (0 to 255), an 8-bit coded character, or a set of eight
 
control or condition flags, depending on the type of command.
 
The commands that the CU and the CPs use to interchange control
 
and status information are arranged into 16 groups. These groups are
 
indexed by the character Hl. The other characters, H2, specifies-a speci­
fic action or identifies the source/destination within the CP of the data
 
in field F.
 
Two of the 16 command groups are standard for all PDCC implementa­
tions. The executive group (Hl = 0) includes the commandd to open and
 
close a communications port and to send/receive communication messages.
 
CPs respond to these output commands with specific input commands that
 
indicate completion of operations. The block transfer group (HI = F) is
 
a set of reserved commands that the CU and CP use to coordinate the trans­
fer of communications data between the CP shared memory and the host com­
puter. (It is illegal to have Hl = F in CU-to-host-computer command
 
interchange.) The other command groups provide the means for an applica­
tion program to manage CP operations that are related to specific line
 
protocols (e.g., baud rate selection) and particular terminal control
 
functions (e.g., triggering a terminal startup sequence automatically
 
generated by the CP microcomputer).
 
The specification of the executive command group is crucially
 
important to the PDCC concept. They must have a universal interpretation
 
in all implementations because the interchangeability of Cs among
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different PDCCs depends on this property. Subsequent paragraphs of this
 
section present a tentative initial version of the executive group, but
 
the final selection is an appropriate action for a NASA working group
 
(similar to an ANSI committee).
 
Table 4-1 lists nine OCWs that are candidates for the executive
 
group and defines their functions. The open command directs a CP to exit
 
the unique standby state and enter a normal mode of operation; the close
 
command returns it to standby. There are four commands related to send­
ing and receiving communication messages. The send command instructs a
 
port to transmit one message, or a sequence of messages, using data from
 
the shared memory. Conversely, the receive command enables the port's
 
receiving function for reception of one command, or a sequence of com­
mands. Because the send and receive commands can be used for initiating
 
a sequence of messages, appropriate means must be available for notify­
ing a CP that the sequence has ended. The two codes H2 = 5 and H2 = 6
 
are available for this purpose.
 
The control command directs a CP to take the action specified by
 
the modifier field, this byte being supplied by the application program
 
(via the PDCC driver). The sense command solicits a status report from
 
the CP, identifying the report with the modifier field.
 
Table 4-2 lists the iCWs that are recommended for inclusion in
 
the executive group. Most of them have a direct relationship with the
 
corresponding entry in Table 4-1. One exception is the ready/acknowledge
 
command that a CP uses to signify acceptance of an executive OCW. Another
 
is the error command that reports system-level errors (e.g., shared mem­
ory overflow, illegal command for the CP).
 
Upon sending/receiving the last character of a message, the CP
 
notifies the control unit with an EOM command. If the port supports
 
multiple message sequences, it also uses an EOF command to notify the
 
CP that the last message has been sent/received. The status ICW responds
 
to the sense 0CW. The control ICW can continue a command sequence begun
 
by the corresponding OCW.
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TABLE 4-1. EXECUTIVE GROUP OF THE OUTPUT COMMAND WORDS (HI = 0)
 
H2_j MNEMONIC 
0 NO OP 
1 OPEN 
2 CLOSE 
3 SEND MSG 
4 REC MSG 
5 STOP SEND 
6 STOP REC 
7 SENSE 
8 CTRL 
9 Unspecified 
15 
FUNCTION 

Used to clear OCR with no actions taken 

Instructs CP to prepare for operation in 

the mode specified by F 

Instructs CP to a wait state preparatory 

to receiving an open command
 
Notifies CP that PDCC has received a send 

message command from PDCC driver 

Instructs CP to accept next incoming mes-

sage from communication line 

Instructs CP to stop sending messages 

Instructs CP to stop accepting incoming 

messages
 
Instructs CP to return status 

Instructs CP to accept the F field as a 

control code 

USE OF MODIFIER FIELD (F)
 
F = 00
 
Mode selection for multipurpose
 
CPs; contents supplied to PDCC
 
driver by application program
 
Not used
 
Available for application pro­
gram to provide message sequence
 
number
 
Available for application pro­
gram to provide message sequence
 
number
 
Not used
 
Not used
 
Available for application program
 
to identify status source
 
Application program provides
 
control code
 
01 
TABLE 4-2. EXECUTIVE GROUP OF THE INPUT COMMAND WORDS
 
FUNCTION 

Used to clear ICR; no actions required 

Notifies CU that executive command has been 

executed/accepted 

Notifies CU of a system error 

Notifies CU that last character of the 

message has been transmitted 

Notifies CU that last character of the 

message has been received 

Notifies CU that last character of last 

message has been transmitted 

Notifies CU that last character of last 

message has been received 

Returns status in response to sense OCW 

(H2 = 5)
 
Facility for continuing control sequence 

begun by a control OCW (H2 = 6) 

USE OF MODIFIER FIELD (F)
 
F = 00
 
Contains the H2 code of the OCW
 
that elicited this response
 
Error code
 
Available for returning message
 
sequence number or other data to
 
application program
 
Available for returning message
 
sequence number or other data to

application program
 
Available for returning message
 
sequence number or other data to
 
application program
 
Available for returning message
 
sequence number or other data to
 
application program
 
Status condition flags
 
Available for returning control
 
code to application program
 
H2Il 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

15
 
MNEMONIC 

NO OP 

READY/ACK 

ERROR 

EOM/SEND 

EOM/REC 

EOF/SEND 

EOF/REC 

STATUS 

CTRL 

Unassigned
 
4.1.2 CU Command Processing
 
All of the computers shown in Figure 4-1 operate asynchronously.
 
Output commands and input commands build up in the CU shared memory;
 
these queues are serviced by the CU microcomputer and the host computer,
 
respectively, in accord with task priorities and loadings of the two
 
systems. The CU writes OCWs to a port, as needed, subject only to the
 
condition that the corresponding OCR is not busy (i.e., that the CP's
 
microcomputer has read the previous OCW). A CP sends status reports to
 
the control unit by writing an ICW into the ICR at any time that the ICR
 
is not busy (i.e.,'that the CU microcomputer has read the previous ICW).
 
The CU periodically reads its LAM register to identify CPs that have
 
input command registers containing unread status information.
 
The control unit of the PDCC performs the hardware functions of 
a multiplexer and, in part, the software functions of a communications 
executive. ­
4.2 BLOCK TRANSFER-OF CONMUNICATION DATA
 
Figure 4-2 shows the PDCC block transfer facility. It is a means
 
for moving data between the communication ports and the host computer.
 
These data are the text of the messages being sent to the terminals (via
 
the communications interface) or received from them. The data transfers
 
occur in units of 60 bytes, or a smaller number if the message text would
 
otherwise end in the middle of a block.
 
The PDCC driver in the host computer initiates the transfer of a
 
message to a remote terminal by writing a command into the CU shared
 
memory of the PDCC. Based on information in the command, the CU micro­
computer initializes the block transfer controller and connects the appro­
priate port to the block transfer lines in the Databus. The facility is
 
set up for transferring the first 64 bytes of the message. The block
 
transfer controller provides the timing and generates the handshake sig­
nals for reading the message segment into the CP's shared memory. Upon
 
completion of the block transfer of data, the CU sends an output control
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---
P0CC OATADUS (CONTROL LINES) 
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COMMUNICATION 
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PDCC OATABUS (BLOCK TRANSFER L.INES) 
CONTROLLER 
CONTROL UNIT 
" -
FIGURE 4-2. FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM OF BLOCK TRANSFER OPERATION 
word to the port, commanding the port to transmit the data block. A
 
similar sequence is used for receiving messages.
 
The CU microcomputer manages the data interchange with the
 
following operations:
 
* 	Preparation of a CP shared memory for loading/
 
unloading data by writing the enabling code into
 
the appropriate station control register
 
* 	Setup and initiation of the data transfer by
 
writing control information into the block trans­
fer controller
 
* 	Maintenance of control tables for multiplexing
 
data blocks among the CPs.
 
In the configuration of Figure 4-2, the PDCC has a direct memory access
 
to the host computer. Consequently, the CU manages the block transfer
 
controller by supplying an address and byte count (usually 60) to ini­
tiate the interchange.
 
In 	response to a send or receive command from the host computer,
 
the CU transfers the message text in a sequence of 60-byte blocks and a
 
partial block to carry the last segment. A CP shared memory has a capa­
city of 128 bytes (two blocks) for output data and the same for input
 
data. CPs use reserved ICWs to notify the CU when an output block has
 
been transmitted to the terminal or when an input block has been filled
 
with data received from the terminal. The control unit performs the
 
multiplexing function to interleave the block transfer with the CPs in
 
the PDCC.
 
As 	noted in the previous section, one group of I/O command words
 
is reserved for block transfer operations. The block transfer group
 
(H1I = F) is used by the CU to notify a port that a block of output data
 
has been loaded into its stored,memory or that a block of input data has
 
been removed. A CP uses this group to signal the CU that the transmission
 
of an output block is complete or that the reception of an input block is
 
complete and the block is available for transfer from the shared memory.
 
Table 4-3 describes the OCWs in the block transfer group, and
 
Table A-4 describes the ICWs.
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TABLE 4-3. BLOCK TRANSFER GROUP FOR OUTPUT COMMAND WORDS (HI = F) 
H2 MNEMONIC FUNCTION USE OF MODIFIER FIELD 
0 MSG-OUT Notify CP that an output data block has been loaded 
into the shared memory and that the block consists 
of a full message 
Number of bytes in the 
block 
1 BLK-OUT/ 
SOM 
Notify CP that an output data block (60 bytes) has 
been loaded into the shared momory and that the 
block is the first in a message text 
M = 3C (hex) 
2 BLK-OUT Notify CP that a 60-byte output data block has been 
loaded into the shared memory (does not start or 
end a message) 
M = 3C (hex) 
3 BLK-OUT/ 
EOM 
Notify CP that an output data block has been loaded 
into shared memory and that it is the last data 
block in the message 
Number of bytes in the 
message 
4 BLK-IN Notify CP that an input data block has been Number of bytes in the 
removed from the shared memory message 
5 Unassigned 
+ 
F 
H2 MNEMONIC 
0 MSG-IN 
1 BLK-IN/ 
SOM 
2 BLK-IN 
3 BLK-IN 
(EOM) 
4 BLK-OUT 
5 Unassigned 
+ 
F 
TABLE 4-4. BLOCK TRANSFER GROUP FOR INPUT COMMAND WORDS (HI = F)
 
FUNCTION USE OF MODIFIER FIELD 
Notify CU that an input data block is ready for 
transfer from the shared memory and that the block 
Number of bytes in the 
block 
consists of a full message 
Notify CU that a 60-byte input data block is ready M = 3C (hex) 
for transfer from the shared memory and that the 
block is the first in a message 
Notify CU that a 60-byte input data block is ready 
f6r transfer from the shared memory (the block 
M = 3C*(hex) 
does not start or end a message 
Notify CU that an input data block is ready for Number of bytes in the 
transfer from the shared memory and that the blockis the last in the message message 
Notify CU that an output data block has been Number of bytes in the 
removed from the shared memory and transmitted message 
to the terminal 
4.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF A COIMMUNICATION PORT
 
The operation of a communication port is governed by the stored
 
program of the CP microcomputer. This program uses inputs from the
 
control unit (supplied via the OCR) to determine the mode of operation,
 
set system variables, and select the procedures for execution. In gen­
eral, the CP communicates with a terminal by sending and receiving
 
messages in response to write (send) and read (receive) instructions
 
issued by an application program and passed along by the PDCC driver and
 
the control unit. Depending on the features of its stored program, a
 
communication port may also interchange prescribed control messages with
 
the terminal in response to special output commands originating from the
 
application program.
 
Figure 4-3 shows the elements of a CP that relate most directly
 
to communication functions. The purpose of the shared memory is to
 
buffer the text of messages being sent/received by the CP microcomputer.
 
The communications interface performs the conversion from the byte serial
 
orientation of the microcomputer I/0 to the bit-serial feature of the
 
communication lines to the terminal. Under program control, it also
 
generates and detects control signals for interchange of data-with the
 
data communication equipment that transmits signals between the terminal
 
site and the host computer site. The OCR and ICR, as discussed previously,
 
are the means for the CU and the CP to interchange status and control
 
information.
 
Conforming to the line and terminal protocols imbedded in its
 
stored program, the CP microcomputer constructs the communication mes­
sages destined for the terminal. It reads data from the output channel
 
of the stored memory to use as the message text. The microcomputer
 
effects message transmission by successively writing data and control
 
bytes to the communications interface at a rate determined by the communi­
cation equipment's signaling speed. Similarly, it receives communication
 
messages by successively reading data and control bytes from the communi­
cations interface as they arrive. The microcomputer also extracts the
 
text from the message and successively writes it into the input channel
 
of the shared memory one byte at a time.
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FIGURE 4-3. DATA FLOW INTERNAL TO COMMUNICATION PORT
 
The CP stored program also contains the code for the bookkeeping
 
functions related to the transfer of data blocks between the CP shared
 
memory and the host computer's memory. In-its RAM, the microprocessor
 
maintains a table with entries for each data block in the input and out­
put channels of the shared memory. 
Each entry includes the byte count
 
for the block and a flag to indicate whether the block is the first,
 
intermediate, or last in a message text. 
 Entries are added/deleted as
 
OCWs from the block transfer group appear in the OCR to notify the CP
 
that data blocks have been placed in the output channel or removed from
 
the input channel of the shared memory. Using the ICR, the CP micro­
computer notifies the CU when it has removed all data from the oldest
 
block in the output channel or has filled the newest block in the input
 
channel.
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5. RECOMMENDED INVESTIGATIONS 
The requirements for the PDCC, as presented in this document,
 
were motivated by the following considerations, among others:
 
* 	A system can be implemented with a smaller number
 
of stations than the maximum of 23.
 
" 	The number of wires in the Databus is as few as
 
practical.
 
* 	A plug-in unit has no external connections other
 
than provided by the contacts on the Databus
 
connector.
 
* 	The -atabus address scheme makes provision for as
 
many as four communication ports at a station.
 
* 	The mechanical layout of the crate is based on a
 
standard configuration.
 
These attributes have apparent benefits. There are alternatives that
 
merit further investigation, however.
 
The data lines in the Databus are bidirectional, consistent with
 
minimizing the number of wires in this structure. We recommend that a
 
study investigate the alternative approach of multiple unidirectional
 
lines to assure that no significant benefits are being sacrificed.
 
Further, the address assignments for registers on the Databus and the
 
gating logic specified for each station are compatible with the Intel
 
8012 I/O port that was used to specify the requirement. We also recom­
mend consideration of other I/O chips to confirm that they also are
 
compatible with the addressing and decoding scheme.
 
The pin assignments for the interface lines were not specified
 
in the requirements for the Databus connector. They should be defined in
 
terms of the RS 232 connector for four situations: one CP at the station,
 
two UTs at the station, three CUs at the station, and four CUs at the
 
station.
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